
The third program involved fluorocarbon analysis. To
analyze F- i 1, F-12, and N 20, samples were drawn from
the gas stack into 300-millimeter polished stainless steel
cylinders. This was done bimonthly during the summer
and monthly during the winter.

The GMCC program's South Pole Station is operated
by the Air Resources Laboratory of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (N0AA) with support
from the National Science Foundation. During the
1977-78 yearlong season, the station was operated by
John Osborn (physical scientist) and Larry Smith (elec-
tronics engineer).

During 1977-78, the station's personnel also coop-
erated in other research efforts, including projects of
the Scripps Institute of Oceanography; U.S. Department
of Energy; NOAA Atmospheric Physics and Chemistry
Laboratory; Environmental Data and Information Serv-
ice, University of California, San Diego; and the Arctic
and Antarctic Research Institute, Leningrad, U.S.S.R.

For a review of all activities since 1972, see GMCC pro-
gram summary reports 1-6. Besides data acquisition and
achival work, the GMCC organization is actively involved
in atmospheric research. Data analysis and interpreta-
tion and research publications within the organization
are part of the continuing work performed at the En-
vironmental Research Laboratories, which are located in
Boulder, Colorado.
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Lidar operations at Palmer
Station

VERN N. SMILEY, BRUCE M. MORLEY, and JOSEPH
A. WARBURTON

Desert Research Institute
Atmospheric Sciences Center
University of Nevada System

Reno, Nevada 89506

In December 1977, we set up a two-channel dye laser
lidar instrument at Palmer Station. The instrument re-
corded data during the austral winter of 1978 and later
was in operation for the austral winter of 1979. The
objective of this program has been to determine the oc-
currence and vertical profiles of ice crystals, water drops,
and mixed-phase clouds at Palmer Station and to relate
these measurements to observed meteorological condi-
tions.

The technique employed for ice/water discrimination
is the measurement of depolarization in backscatter of
a polarized laser beam. We have employed this tech-
nique previously in measurements at the South Pole
(Smiley, Morley, and Whitcomb, 1976; Smiley et al.,
1979; Smiley and Morley, 1979). Sassen (1978) gives
linear depolarization ratios for backscatter from various
types of ice particles: 0.03 to 0.5 for mixed-phase clouds;
0.5 for pure ice crystal layers; 0.5 for snowflakes; 0.6
for rimed particles; and 0.7 for graupel. The depolari-
zation for pure spherical water drop clouds should be
zero for single scattering.

In principle, ice and water can be discriminated in
these measurements. However, some complications can
arise as a result of multiple scattering and crystal ori-
entation. Multiple scattering causes depolarization in
dense water drop clouds; nevertheless, the multiple scat-
tered radiation produces a spatial delay that shows up
as a delayed non-zero depolarization. A high degree of
orientation of crystals, plates in particular, can produce
very small values of depolarization, possibly allowing an
ice layer to be mistaken for a water drop layer. We will
study this phenomenon further in laboratory scattering
experiments and also through lidar measurements in
cirrus in Nevada.
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As the data have just been received, our work on Pal-
mer Station is only preliminary and no general conclu-
sions can yet be drawn. A thorough analysis of the lidar
data is scheduled for early 1980 after the field mea-
surement part of the program is completed and all the
data is returned to the Desert Research Institute.

Our field party this year consisted of B. Morley, J.
Warburton, and M. Faust (who relieved J . Punches to
take care of winterover activities).

This work has been supported by National Science
Foundation grant opp 76-24649.
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INTENSITY Of RANGE CORRECTED LIDAR RETURN SIGNAL - ARBITRARY UNITS

Range-corrected lidar signature from ice or mixed-phase
cloud base at Palmer Station.

An example of a lidar return from a low-level cloud
layer at Palmer Station with ice is shown in the accom-
panying figure. The depolarization value is about 0.2,
with not much variation during the entire depth of pen-
etration into the cloud base.
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Antarctic mercury distribution in	 S. M. SIEGEL

comparison with Hawaii and	 Department of Botany

Iceland	 University of Hawaii
Honolulu, Hawaii 96822

* Author to whom correspondence should be sent.

During the austral summer of 1978-79, atmospheric
measurements from Mount Erebus, an active strombo-
han volcano, showed air mercury (Hg) levels of the same
magnitude, and with similar proportions of elemental
vapor (Hg°), as those found in such other volcanic re-
gions as Iceland and Hawaii. However, the mercury con-
tent of the substratum in Antarctica was consistently low
and the percentage of Hg' at nonvolcanic sites was less
than what measurements in the other volcanic regions
had led us to anticipate (table 1).

Mercury baselines for open sea air are 0.003-0.03
microgram per cubic meter. On 20 December 1975, at
3,000 meters over the Weddell Sea and some 3,500 kil-
ometers from Mount Erebus, but near some possible
volcanic activity on the Palmer Peninusla, we recorded
22 micrograms per cubic meter of air mercury, 68 per-
cent being Hg°. At the South Pole on 27 December
1978, more than 3,000 meters above sea level and nearly
halfway between Mount Erebus and the Weddell Sea,
the Hg totalled 3.3 micrograms per cubic meter, with 30
percent as Hg°. In the plume of Mount Erebus, on 23
December 1978, at 3,794 meters above sea level, we
found about 14 micrograms per cubic meter of total Hg;
with 64 percent as Hg' (table 2).
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